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Romania growing
pains just keep 
coming back

Almost every former Eastern Bloc country has
suffered growing pains at some point over the
last few decades. Romania’s just seem to keep

coming back. Fumbling attempts to bring in new bank,
energy and telecoms taxes in recent months are the
latest example of its struggle to assert itself as a fully
functioning economy. Two years ago, growth outpaced
nearly all its European peers, spurring hopes it was
finally harnessing the potential of its 20 million popula-
tion - the second biggest in central Europe behind
Poland - and its own oil and gas reserves.

But having been inflated by some potent fiscal stim-
ulus, the expansion is now fading so fast again - to 4
percent last year from 7 percent in 2017 - that some
analysts fear another boom and bust is playing out.
Expectations are dimming that equity index provider
MSCI might promote Romania to emerging market
status alongside peers like Poland and the Czech
Republic as soon as this year, which would draw mon-
ey into its undersized financial markets. The IPO mar-
ket is at a standstill and the new taxes worried S&P
enough that it threatened to change Romania’s credit
rating outlook to negative.

Bucharest averted that by promising to tweak the
measures to preserve central bank independence. But
the confusion has only added to a view that policy-
making has become unpredictable. “The frequency of
legislative changes has been increasing and often
seems to come out of the blue,” said Franklin
Templeton’s Romania CEO, Johan Meyer, who man-
ages the Fondul Proprietatea fund which has stakes in
a slew of state-owned firms. “Sometimes the decisions
do get reversed or watered down, but at that point the
reputational damage has been done.” As the country
gears up for four elections in 2019-20, Finance
Minister Eugen Teodorovici had said the measures
would help the economy “aggressively in the good
way” by lowering borrowing costs and energy prices.

A road to nowhere
In the 12 years since it joined the European Union,

Romania’s per capita national output has doubled, to
roughly 60 percent of the euro zone average, while
record low unemployment led to double-digit average
wage growth in the last four years. But income
inequalities are among the bloc’s highest. One-third of
the population lives in poverty and millions lack suffi-
cient access to healthcare and basic amenities like
indoor plumbing.

Its population is both shrinking and aging, while
backsliding in the battle against chronic corruption has
led to mass street protests. “Investor confidence is
being eroded by persistent legislative instability,
unpredictable decision-making, low institutional quali-
ty and the continued weakening of the fight against
corruption,” the European Commission said in
February. And while Romania is up 16 places on the
World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness
Index since joining the EU, Bulgaria, which also joined
in 2007, has leapfrogged it. This month, a businessman
from northeastern Romania opened a one-metre-long
motorway, built in a day and paid for by him, in protest
at the state of the country’s roads. Romania has only
800 kilometres of motorways, less than half that of
Hungary even though it is more than double the size of
its neighbour and has almost twice as many people.
Just 75 km have been built in the last three years and
none go border-to-border despite years of govern-
ment promises. Central Bank Governor Mugur Isarescu
routinely uses roads to highlight poor infrastructure
that impedes economic development. “Romania will be
ready to join the euro when it has a motorway crossing
the Carpathian mountains,” he has said.

Patchy improvements
A series of International Monetary Fund-led aid

deals in 2009-2015 helped Romania shrink its budget
and current account deficits, seen as a key weakness of
the economy, and it won back its investment-grade rat-
ing in 2014. Its debt to debt-to-GDP is low, in line with
the Czech Republic’s at around 38 percent. But those
twin deficits are rising again after tax cuts and wage
and pensions hikes that have inflated consumption. The
external shortfall was 4.7 percent of GDP in 2018, a
decade high, although the government has kept the
budget deficit under the EU’s 3 percent ceiling by
postponing investments. “Policies focused on raising
public sector wages and pensions have widened imbal-
ances and at some point their adjustment will be
unavoidable,” said the head of Romania’s fiscal watch-
dog Ionut Dumitru. “The current account deficit is at a
level that can no longer be ignored.”

Promotion prospects
Its financial markets are lagging too. Bucharest’s

main stock market has only 16 companies and the tax
changes have knocked banking and energy firms, leav-
ing it with the lowest price-to-earnings ratio in the
region. Privatizations of firms like power utility
Hidroelectrica, which were supposed to broaden and
deepen the market and help its prospects of an MSCI
promotion, have not materialized. “They (Romania) are
always remain on our radar screen. But so far it hasn’t
reached the market classification framework require-
ments,” MSCI’s Sebastien Lieblich said, citing the small
number of listed stocks. — Reuters

At the market in Awatche in the middle of the Central
African Republic, fresh sides of beef hang in the
sun, tempting village folk after a rare agreement in

an age-old dispute. “Since November 2018, the Fulani
have come back to us here,” says Felicien Katiako, chief of
the nearby village of Govobanda. The cattle breeders, who
maintain a semi-nomadic lifestyle, had fled their village
homes in the region in 2014 for fear of attack by farming
communities as violence swept across the country.

While the mistrust that divides settled farmers from
migrating folk is a potential source of bloodshed in much
of Africa, people of the Awatche region have forged peace.
“We eat beef each week with the Fulani and they can have
some cassava,” said Gervais Koyobogui, a chief of the vil-
lages along the road linking Bambari, the main town of the
region, with Kouango.

Clashes between rival communities remain frequent in
the CAR, frequently triggered by cattle rustling or the
trampling of crops in the fields. In Awatche, one steer is
worth 500,000 francs ($860), a fortune for poor country
people in one of the world’s least developed nations.
Armed groups are greedy for livestock when cattle repre-
sent such a substantial financial gain.

‘Bloody reprisals’ 
Killings arising from the seasonal migration of herds

spiked after a 2013 coup by a mainly Muslim rebel alliance,
the Seleka. The group’s forces from the north were driven
out of the southern capital Bangui in about 10 months, but
by then the “anti-Balaka (machete)” fighters had emerged
to fight the Seleka in various parts of the CAR. Some of
the Fulani took up arms to carry out brutal reprisals over
cattle-rustling and “taxes” imposed by the anti-Balaka and
by armed groups that formed when the Seleka was offi-
cially dissolved.

“The presence of young (Fulani) in ex-Seleka ranks...
led to confusion and provoked a cycle of bloody
reprisals,” researchers Florent Ankogui-Mpoko and
Thierry Vircoulon wrote in a March 2018 report on live-
stock migration in the country. The village of Awatche was
attacked three times in 2014 and 2015 by rebel forces
who originated with the Seleka. For fear of reprisals by
the ethnic Banda farmers, Fulani families from the villages
took refuge on territory controlled by ex-Seleka forces,
but they did not find the security they hoped for.

“I came back to Awatche three months ago, because
out there we suffered too much. I lost a lot of my family
and cattle as well,” Mohammad told AFP. With watchful
eyes framed by his turban, he said he lost 280 animals,
either stolen or taken by armed groups claiming their
tax. “Every month the Seleka took two or three head of
cattle from me,” said Joden, another herder who came

back to the village four months ago. Men like them are
returning gradually, encouraged by family initiatives and
mediation sessions organized by the authorities.

Mediation, compensation 
“We protect the village against thieves, the anti-

Balaka and the UPC (Union for Peace in the Central
African Republic),” said Simplice, a lanky member of
Awatche’s self-defense group. The village has sorted
out a way to settle disputes arising from the destruction
of fields by cattle. “We bring the two sides together in
the field, we make a survey, and now we go to the chief
to find out how much compensation should be paid,”
said mediator Philippe. The conflict “made the village so
very weak,” he said, adding: “It’s only with peace that
development will come.”

Problems caused by migratory grazing and cattle
thefts remain the norm in most of the rest of the CAR,
where the peaceable balance struck in these villages
has not taken hold. In January, more than 13 people
were killed at Zaoro Sangou in the west by Fulanis
seeking revenge for the murder of stock-breeders a few
days earlier. The bloodshed provoked further reprisals
against Muslims in nearby Carnot, who were assaulted,
had their shops pillaged and saw a mosque razed to the
ground. — AFP 

Farmers, herders find common ground in CAR

New imperial 
era name looms 
large in Japan

In Japan, every emperor’s era has its
own name - appearing in places such as
coins, official paperwork and newspa-

pers - and with abdication coming at the
end of April, speculation is swirling about
what the new “gengo” will be. Although the
Western calendar has become more wide-
spread in Japan, many people here count
years in terms of gengo or use the two sys-
tems interchangeably. Emperor Akihito’s
era, which began in 1989, is Heisei, making
2019 Heisei 31.

The new era name is one of biggest
changes - practically and psychologically -
for Japan at the start of Crown Prince
Naruhito’s reign on May 1. On April 30,
Akihito will abdicate, ending an era in the
minds of many Japanese. The new name is
so secret that senior government officials
involved in the decision must surrender
their cell phones and stay sequestered until
it is broadcast, media reports say.

City offices and government agencies,
which mostly use gengo in their computer
systems and paperwork, have been
preparing for months to avoid glitches. To
make the transition easier, authorities will
announce the new gengo - two Chinese
characters the cabinet chooses from a
short list proposed by scholars - a month
early, on April 1. “We’ve been working on
this change for about a year,” said Tsukasa
Shizume, an official in the Tokyo suburb of
Mitaka, where the era name will be
changed on 55 kinds of paperwork in 20
administrative sections. The month-long
lead time should be sufficient, he said.

Fujitsu and NEC Corp. have been help-
ing customers ensure the switch doesn’t
crash their systems. Programs have been
designed to make it easy to change the
gengo, said Shunichi Ueda, an NEC official.
“If people want to test their computer sys-
tems, they can use a trial gengo and see if
it works,” he said. Most major companies
use the Western calendar in their computer
systems, so it won’t affect them as much,
although smaller companies might run into
some problems, he said. In Tokyo’s Minato
ward, officials will cross out Heisei on
thousands of documents and stamp the
new gengo above it.

National mood
The era name is more than just a way of

counting years for many Japanese. It’s a
word that captures the national mood of a
period, similar to the way “the ‘60s” evokes
particular feelings or images, or how histo-
rians refer to Britain’s “Victorian” or
“Edwardian” eras, tying the politics and
culture of a period to a monarch. “It’s a
way of dividing history,” said Jun Iijima, a
31-year-old lawyer who was born the last
year of Showa, the era of Akihito’s father,
Emperor Hirohito. “If you were just count-
ing years, the Western system might be
sufficient. But gengo gives a certain mean-
ing to a historical period.”

The 64-year Showa era, which lasted
until 1989, has generally come to be identi-
fied with Japan’s recovery and rising global
prominence in the decades after World
War Two. The imperial era name is also a
form of “soft nationalism,” said Ken Ruoff,
director of the Center for Japanese Studies
at Portland State University. “It’s one of
these constant low-level reminders that
Japan counts years differently and Japan
has a monarchy,” he said.

The gengo characters are carefully cho-
sen with an aspirational meaning. Heisei,
which means “achieving peace,” began on
Jan. 8, 1989, amid high hopes that Japan
would play a greater role in global affairs
after decades of robust economic growth.
Soon afterward, Japan’s economic bubble
popped, ushering in a long period of stag-
nation and deflation. The rise of China and
South Korea diminished Japan’s interna-
tional prominence, and a series of disasters
- including the 1995 Kobe earthquake and
2011 earthquake, tsunami and nuclear
crises - has marred Heisei’s image.

Fading use
In daily life, usage of the gengo system

is slowly declining as Japan integrates into
the global economy. A recent Mainichi
newspaper survey showed that 34 percent
of people said they used mostly gengo, 34
percent said they used both about the
same, and 25 percent mainly the Western
calendar. In 1975, 82 percent said mostly
gengo. Both calendars use Western months.
Japanese drivers licenses have started to
print both dates, instead of just gengo.

Iijima, the lawyer, says legal paperwork
uses the era name because that’s what the
court system uses. But in daily life he uses
both. For global events, he thinks in terms
of the Western calendar - like the Sept. 11,
2001, terrorist attacks - and uses both dat-
ing systems for domestic events. He is
indifferent about what characters will be
chosen for the next gengo. —Reuters 

Awatche’s self-defense leader shakes hands with a Fulani breeder on March 17, 2019. — AFP 

Buttigieg’s star 
rises in crowded 
presidential race 

At just 37, Pete Buttigieg has
deployed to Afghanistan, graduated
from Harvard, learned seven lan-

guages and serves as mayor of a
Midwestern American city. Now the
Millennial Renaissance man is seeking to
become the first openly gay president of
the United States - and the youngest - a
longshot 2020 prospect whose odds
appear to improve by the week. When he
began exploring a challenge to Donald
Trump, few people outside his home city of
South Bend, Indiana knew who the fresh-
faced Democrat was, much less how to
pronounce his name. (It’s “BOOT-edge-
edge,” he says.)

Today he has catapulted into contention
for his party’s nomination, suddenly
omnipresent despite not yet officially declar-
ing his candidacy. And he’s blazing his own
path, with a balance of calm and confidence,
problem solving and intellectual ambition
that has impressed at campaign stops in ear-
ly voting states like Iowa and South Carolina. 

The Buttigieg buzz has mushroomed
quickly. “This is something real, this is not
flash,” former Iowa Democratic Party chair
Sue Dvorsky told AFP, as she highlighted
his mayoral successes and his astute dis-
cussion of issues.He draws sharp contrasts
with Trump on multiple fronts including
age, government experience, military serv-
ice, campaign style, and “intellectual
curiosity,” she added. “Every single thing
about him is in diametric opposition” to the
president, she said.

Buttigieg is relishing his breakout
moment, fuelled by a star turn headlining a
recent town hall that saw his national pro-
file skyrocket. Bookish and smart, he
refutes the charge that he’s too young and
inexperienced to compete in the diverse
Democratic field, or against Trump himself.
“I have more years of government experi-
ence under my belt than the president...
and more military experience than any-
body to walk into that office on day one
since George H W Bush,” he said at the
event, broadcast by CNN. “So I get that
I’m the young guy in the conversation, but
I would say experience is what qualifies me
to have a seat at this table.”

In Iowa, Buttigieg surged from one per-

cent support to 11 percent and third place in
Emerson Polling’s survey released Sunday,
behind former vice president Joe Biden and
Senator Bernie Sanders and ahead of more
prominent candidates like senators Kamala
Harris and Elizabeth Warren. He has proved
he can raise all-important campaign dona-
tions, pulling in $600,000 in the 24 hours
after his town hall.

‘Mayor Pete’ 
The man many people call “Mayor Pete”

grew up in South Bend, a once thriving city
whose economy imploded when auto
giants like Studebaker closed their facto-
ries in the 1950s and 60s. The community
has clawed its way back, and solution-ori-
ented Buttigieg has been credited with
revitalizing its downtown. In 2016, as
Hillary Clinton battled Trump, Buttigieg
noticed a “fatal lack of enthusiasm” among
working-class voters in the heartland when
it came to the Democratic message. 

This cycle, his party must re-engage
with disaffected Midwesterners who sup-
ported Trump, he said. “Our whole mes-
sage was ‘Don’t vote for him, because he’s
terrible.’ And even though he is, that’s not a
message,” warned Buttigieg on “The
Breakfast Club” radio show in New York. “I
hate to say it, but he could absolutely win
again if we aren’t smart about this.”

As mayor, Buttigieg worked - and some-
times clashed - with Indiana’s then-gover-
nor Mike Pence, a religious conservative
who is now vice president. He leveled with-
ering criticism at his fellow Hoosier at the
town hall. “How could he allow himself to
become the cheerleader of the porn-star
presidency?” Buttigieg said. “Is it that he
stopped believing in scripture when he
started believing in Donald Trump?”

Buttigieg supports healthcare expansion
to all Americans, initially through allowing
people to buy into the federal Medicare
program. He believes in strong labor unions
and opposes Trump’s ban on transgender
people serving in the military. — AFP

Pete Buttigieg


